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ABSTRACT 
A necessary and sufYicient condition is established for solvability of the matrix 
equation AX- YJJ= C. The condition differs from that given by W. E. Roth. The 
general solution of the equation is also found. 
1. STATEMENT OF THE RESULT 
Denote by ‘!I&,, the space of m X n matrices over a field 9, and by A- 
any g-inverse of A, i.e., a matrix satisfying the equation AA-A =A. The 
purpose of this note is to establish the following: 
THEOREM. Let AE?JR+,,~, BE%,,, and CE%+,,,. The equation 
Ax-YB=c (1) 
has a solution X E “x,,, , YE ?I&,,, if and only if 
(I-AA-)C(I-B-~)=o. (2) 
Zf this is the case, the general solution of (1) has the fm 
x = A-C + A-ZB + (I-A_A)W, (3) 
Y = - (I-AA-)CB- +Z - (I-AA-)ZBB-, (4 
with WE Sk,, and Z E ‘!I&,, being arbitrary. 
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2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
The necessity of (2) follows from the premultiplication and the postmulti- 
plication of (1) by I -AK and I-B-B, respectively. To establish suffi- 
ciency of this condition, note that it can equivalently be written as 
hi-c + (I-AA-)CB-B = c, (5) 
thus showing that (1) admits X= A-C and Y = - (I - AA-)CB- as a solution. 
Now assume that (2), or equivalently (5), is fulfilled. Setting matrices X 
and Y, given in (3) and (4), into (l), it follows that they indeed satisfy (1) for 
any choices of W and Z. To show that these matrices constitute the general 
solution of (l), let us fix X,,E ‘%&, and Y,E am,, such that 
Ax,-Y@B=C. (6) 
Taking W =X, and Z =Y,,, Eqs. (3) and (4) become 
and 
X=x,-A-(AX,-Y,$-CC) 
Y = Ya - (I-AA)(Y,$+C)B-, 
respectively. But, in view of (6), they provide in fact X=X, and Y =Y,,, thus 
completing the proof. 
3. REMARKS 
It can easily be seen that in the case where B = 0 the theorem of this note 
reduces to the well-known result, here restated as 
COROLLARY. Let A E %,,,, and C E “sn,,,. The equation Ax= C is 
consistent if and only if AA-C=C, in which case the general solution is 
X-A-C+(I-A-A)W, with WE%,, being a&tray. 
The second remark concerns a relation between the criterion for solvabil- 
ity of (l), given in this note, and the criterion developed by Roth [3], the 
latter stating that (1) admits a solution if and only if the matrices 
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are equivalent. But this means in fact that the ranks of these matrices are 
equal, and hence it is obvious that Roth’s criterion can equivalently be stated 
as 
= T(A) + T(B). (7) 
Using now a particular case of Eq. (8.7) in Marsaglia and Styan [Z], by which 
I = r(A) + r(B) + r{(I-Ai--)C(I-B-B)}, 
the equivalence of (7) and (2) is evident. Considerations of this passage can 
be viewed as a new proof of Roth’s criterion. The new proof seems to be 
much simpler than the original, and also simpler than the proof given 
recently by Flanders and Wimmer [l]. 
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